DR  BELOV
"There's a six months' guarantee," said the hair-
dresser, looking affectionately at Vaska. "Don't worry,
dear, they won't wash off and won't fade, nothing will
affect them. Wear them and enjoy them."
Vaska and lya paid, put on their greatcoats and set
off for the station, followed by hearty good wishes.
Danilov was walking up arid down by the train.
"What in the world's that?" he said'as his eye fell on
Vaska.
On her fair, freckled, childish face, thick black brows
stretching from nose to temple seemed to leap out and
hit the eye. They made her face look older, lugubrious
and threatening.
"Been to a beauty parlour?" asked Danilov, seeing the
curls peeking out from under their caps and sniffing the
eau-de-cologne. "Well, a wave—that's all right. But as
for those—wash them off."
Vaska stood to attention.
"Permit me to report," she began with a short-lived
formality, "they won't wash off and they won't fade,
not if you try ever so."
"Fll wash them off!" said Danilov. "Thev'll come off
for me!"
"Nay, that they won't," said Vaska.
The same day there was another newspaper article
about the train: Danilov read it with interest and again
some things seemed too favourably exaggerated, others
left unsaid. He read it once more and laughed to himself:
he had missed a lot in the first reading—almost the
most interesting item. The article was not so much about
the train, as about Dr Suprugov. "Dr Suprugov told us
with what enthusiasm the personnel of the hospital train
carried the very heavy cistern into the luggage van on
their shoulders. ... Dr Suprugov says .., Dr Suprugov
shows us. ..." Suprugov, everywhere Suprugov! Showing,
describing, inspiring! What a cunning old son of a
bitch! Danilov roared with laughter as he lay stretched
out on the sofa.
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